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Talk road map

� cmakeperf: monitor time and memory usage per compilation unit

� Closer look at mitigation in code:

I Refactor Acts::Measurement to reduce template complexity
I Move some very heavy Eigen operations into separate compilation units
I Refactor fitters to reduce complexity of templates
I Lessons learned from this and application to EDM rework
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cmakeperf

� Small python utility to measure build resource usage

I Source code: https://github.com/paulgessinger/cmakeperf
I pip install cmakeperf

� Consumes compile_commands.json that cmake can generate

� By default it will give you a measurement for each compilation unit, can output to

CSV for further processing
cmakeperf collect build/compile_commands.json -o perf.csv
I will write output to perf.csv
[ 1/631, 0.2%] [ 499.03M] [ 8.53s] - Core/src/EventData/NeutralTrackParameters.cpp
[ 2/631, 0.3%] [ 476.18M] [ 7.02s] - Core/src/EventData/PrintParameters.cpp
[ 3/631, 0.5%] [ 495.81M] [ 8.02s] - Core/src/EventData/TrackParameters.cpp
[ 4/631, 0.6%] [ 482.86M] [ 6.02s] - Core/src/EventData/TransformationBoundToFree.cpp
[ 5/631, 0.8%] [ 491.34M] [ 6.52s] - Core/src/EventData/TransformationFreeToBound.cpp
[ 6/631, 1.0%] [ 743.49M] [ 13.03s] - Core/src/EventData/CorrectedTransformationFreeToBound.cpp
# ...
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Monitoring over time

� Have job in ACTS which runs cmakeperf on each commit to main (example)
� Extra infrastructure to extract top resource consumers and store info over time
� Can produce history plots over time (what Hadrien showed before already)
� Also: live-dashboard here
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Measurement rework I

� Measurements in ACTS: subspace of sensor-local track parameters

7.5. Design and improvement of the ACTS event data model

covariance matrix. When setting parameters, it makes sure that their values stay within their

defined domain, if the parameter is bounded. It also knows how to construct the aforemen-

tioned required projection matrix that can be used to extract the measurement parameters

~xsub from a dense full parameter set ~xfull like

~xsub =

(
l0

l1

)
=

[
1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

]
~xfull. (7.22)

Here, ~xsub corresponds to a two-dimensional location in the local surface coordinates of a

sensor.

Ideally, this projection matrix would be fully constructed at compile-time. Currently, while

it is possible to determine which components of the matrix need to be one and which need

to be zero, it is not possible to construct the corresponding Eigenmatrix at compile-time.

Instead, the compiler emits code that will statically construct these projections matrices

for all variations that were seen at compile-time as soon as the executable launches. The

Measurement class

template <typename source_link_t, ParID_t... params>

class Measurement;

builds on top of ParameterSet. It stores an arbitrary subset of the full parameter set, and

augments these values with a link to a correspondingmeasurement sensor surface. The class is

used in ACTS to describe a calibratedmeasurement. Calibration, in this context, refers to the

potential augmentation and correction of a measurement using the predicted intersection of a

particle trajectory during a fit, as discussed in section 4.7. It also needs to contain information

from which original uncalibrated measurement it was derived. As ACTS strives to be agnostic

as to where the measurements originate, and in which form they are originally stored, a

lightweight SourceLink type is used for this. It was devised and implemented as part of the

EDM-related work in this thesis. This type is given as a template parameter, and a value

needs to be supplied for construction. Only minimal assumptions on its interface are made.

It needs to expose an associatedSurface method, that returns a valid sensitive surface, it

needs to be copyable, and it needs to implement the equality operator. For technical reasons,

it is also required to be default-constructible. Each instance of a source link is a proxy to

an uncalibrated input measurement. Calibrated measurements are constructed from source

links during the fitting procedure, by means of application of a calibrator helper. What exactly

happens in this calibration step is opaque to ACTS by design, as it can be experiment specific.

Similar to ParameterSet, Measurement also receives a set of parameter indices at compile-

time. Using the parameter value information alongside the surface link, track fitting, for

example with the KF formalism, can be performed. All required calculations can be carried

out using the parameter vector and associated covariance matrix. Since the parameter subset

is known at compile-time, the statically assigned projection matrices can be used and shared.

Apart from that, all matrix operations use compile-time fixed sizes, which are up to twice as

fast as dynamic ones.

167

� Transform between two representations via projectors

� Goal: do as much at compile time as possible. So: calculate projectors at compile

time

� Consequence: Measurement type was templated on local parameters, packaged

into a giant variant for type erasure which contained all possible permutations

(O(2N − 1))
template <typename source_link_t, ParID_t... params>
class Measurement;

� Pseudo-code of how this type was generated at compile-time
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Measurement rework II

comb = [()]
for i in range(0, N):
comb = comb + [c + (i,) for c in comb]

comb = comb[1:] # remove first element `()`

� Very big type, instantiations were very heavy

� First refactoring: move from Boost MPL (pre-variadic templates) to Boost hana,
without changing the algorithm itself

I Gave us some improvement but not enough

� Second refactoring: template measurement on number of local dimensions
template <typename indices_t, size_t kSize>
class Measurement;

I Reduces variant size to N (instead of 2N − 1)
I Caveat: additional runtime operations. Did not find enough runtime benefit to keep fully

templated approach
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Move Eigen instantiations wherever possible

� Eigen instantiations are generally heavy

� ACTS code was not careful enough where to put them

I Often put in headers, sometimes without good reason

� Refactoring of SourceLink (itself out of scope) allowed to move a few heavy-hitters
into separate compilation units: GainMatrixUpdater, GainMatrixSmoother
I These run in the Kalman Filter so have deeply nested Eigen expression templates
I These compilation units immediately used 1.3G / 500M of memory on their own
I Exacerbated effect in ACTS build / CI: (C)KF used in many different unit tests
I Reduced number of variations of templates that had to be instantiated

� Reduced memory consumption by O(1.5G) for some compilation units

� Have been looking to find more cases like this
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Example: GainMatrixSmoother

This clocks in at about 500M of memory usage:
// Gain smoothing matrix
BoundMatrix G = ts.filteredCovariance() * prev_ts.jacobian().transpose() *

prev_ts.predictedCovariance().inverse();
// ^ 6x6 matrix

// Calculate the smoothed parameters
ts.smoothed() =

ts.filtered() + G * (prev_ts.smoothed() - prev_ts.predicted());

// And the smoothed covariance
ts.smoothedCovariance() =

ts.filteredCovariance() -
G * (prev_ts.predictedCovariance() - prev_ts.smoothedCovariance()) *

G.transpose();

ts.smoothedCovariance() = smoothedCov;
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Example: GainMatrixUpdater

Removing this saves about 600M during compilation:
const auto H = projector.template topLeftCorner<kMeasurementSize, eBoundSize>().eval();
ParametersVector res = calibrated - H * predicted;
return (res.transpose() * ((calibratedCovariance +

H * predictedCovariance * H.transpose())) .inverse() * res).eval()(0, 0);
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Reduce fitter template complexity

� Fitters have extension mechanism: functionality plugged in by user to customize

� Want this to be low-overhead: so template arguments
template <typename propagator_t, typename updater_t = VoidKalmanUpdater,

typename smoother_t = VoidKalmanSmoother>
class KalmanFitter;

� Existence of template parameter by itself no problem. But more variations of

instantiated types: not scalable

� Solution: refactor this to runtime functions

I Added Delegate type (sort of like std::function, but without ownership)
I Can compile down to a simple function pointer call or even inline target function

� Reduced template parameters to
template <typename propagator_t> class KalmanFitter;
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Lessons learned

� Some compile time programming might

not be worth the extra resources

� Compile time resource consumption

needs to be a constant consideration

(especially if you’re using Eigen)

� Example: when potentially relevant
changes are made, benchmark compile
time performance along side runtime
performance

I See #1262 where I did this
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Delegate type

� Extension mechanism uses Delegate type (PR #1059). Why?

� Delegate<int(int,float)> is replacement to std::function<int(int,float)> but with only one

level of indirection

� Supports free function pointers, and pointers to member functions + instance pointer

(Does not assume ownership!)

� Potentially interesting for other use cases (e.g. seeding)

int sumImplementation(int a, int b) {
return a + b;

}
Delegate<int(int, int)> sum;
sum.connect<&sumImplementation>();
int c = sum(2, 2); // = 4

struct Subtractor {
int x;
int subtract(int v) const { return v - x; }

};
Delegate<int(int)> s;
Subtractor inst{5};
// subtract assumes no ownership
s.connect<&Subtractor::subtract>(&inst);
int y = subtract(10); // = 5
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